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Resumen: 

 

The data deluge who we are living today is fostering the development of new techniques for effective                 

and efficient methods for the analysis and the extraction of knowledge and insights from the data. The                 

Big Data paradigm, in particular, the Volume and the Velocity features, is requiring to change our                

habits for treating data and for extracting information that is useful for discovering patterns and               

insights. Also, the exploratory data analysis must reformulate its aims. How many groups are in the                

data? How to deal with data that doesn't fit my PC memory? How to represent aggregated data or                  

repeated measures on individuals? How data correlates? The Symbolic Data Analysis approach tried to              

reformulate the statistical thinking in this case. In this talk, we present some tools for working with                 

aggregated data described by empirical distributions of values. Using some real-cases from different             

fields (data from sensors, official statistics or data stream), and the HistDAWass R package, we show                

some recent solutions for the unsupervised classification, and for feature selection in a subspace              

clustering context, and how to interpret the results.  
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